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The dictionary defines efficient as “achieving maximum productivity with minimum wasted effort 

or expense.” So efficient fly casting is all about doing more with less. Why we should do this and 

how we can go about achieving it is the subject of this month’s Casting About. 

 

As a casting instructor when you are asked to help a beginner you can be confident that you can 

make a difference. However, when a more experienced caster asks for advice it is a different story. 

Experienced anglers usually cast well and at first glance there doesn’t appear to be much you can 

do to improve their casting. But the fact that they have asked for help brings with it the expectation 

that you can make a difference. So what can you as an instructor do to help these people? My 

answer is to make them more efficient. 

 

The aim of the game in fly fishing is to catch a fish. To do this you have to deliver a fly in such a 

way that your prey will be fooled into eating the artificial offering and be hooked and landed. The 

ultimate success comes from making one cast and catching one fish. For most of us this goal is 

rarely achieved. We catch fish but if we added up the number of casts we make for each fish the 

ratio of casts to fish would resemble the odds of a rank outsider in the Melbourne Cup. Put simply, 

as fly fishers we are not very efficient. 

 

Most fly fishers make many more false casts than they need. Sometimes it is because they have to 

lengthen the line with false casts. Sometimes they need several false casts to remove slack line and 

load the rod. Sometimes it is to make sure a dry fly will float. Sometimes it’s because they need to 

adjust their aim.  But sometimes it’s because the practice of false casting has become so ingrained 

they think they must go back and forth several times before the line will unroll. No matter what the 

reason we all make too many false casts. To achieve maximum productivity with minimum wasted 

effort deliver the fly with the least number of false casts possible. One backcast with good rod 

loading can be just as productive as five false casts.  

 

If you have watched competition anglers in action you will have been impressed with the number of 

fish they manage to catch. For them the formula is simple. The more time the fly is on/under the 

water the more chance of catching a fish. You won’t see them making beautiful loops over and over 

again before delivering the fly.  Efficiency is their mantra. Get the fly to the fish as quickly as 

possible with the minimum of wasted effort. Of course there are other factors that contribute to 

being a good competition angler but efficiency is essential for success. 

 



We can all achieve more efficiency in our casting by using less power. Good casting technique 

combined with modern rods and lines enables us to do more with less. You don’t need to “bust your 

underpants” as the great Lefty Kreh would say to get the line out. You will be surprised by how 

little power is needed to form good loops and for the line to unroll. If the first step to becoming 

more efficient is less false casting then the second step is to use less power. 

 

 

Greater efficiency can be achieved if we use the right equipment. In fly fishing some people equate 

this with the most expensive rods, reels and lines available. Top of the range tackle is good to use 

and can contribute to being more efficient but you can be efficient using inexpensive gear. The 

important thing to remember is to match the equipment with the task. Too many people become 

inefficient by using the wrong rod or line. For example if you want to cast big flies in windy 

conditions over long distances you have to put away your favourite ultra light twig outfit. A 

balanced rod, reel and line appropriate to the task at hand will always be more efficient. And don’t 

forget to maintain the equipment in good order. Time spent cleaning and lubricating lines can add 

distance to your cast with no extra effort. 

 

One area of equipment in fly fishing that is catching on at the moment is double handed rods. Here 

is a case where more is less. By using two hands you are effectively halving the effort needed to 

cast a rod. More hands means less work. Longer rods and specialized lines also create greater 

efficiencies. With spey casts there is no need for false casting. With one or two rod movements the 

line can be launched great distances with minimum effort.  Spey casting originated in Scotland so 

you know there would be no wasted effort or expense with anything invented by the Scots. 

 

Talented athletes in all forms of sport know how to use their bodies efficiently. They will always 

use the minimum amount of effort to achieve maximum productivity.  The same applies to fly 

fishers. We cast with our whole body.  If we don’t get our technique right inefficiencies can occur. 

Too much body movement wastes energy. Too little body movement means we are not taking 

advantage of all the energy that can be applied. Imagine a fast bowler standing at the crease and 

bowling. I could bat against someone like that. Now add the run up, bending of the back, shoulder 

turn and follow through and I would be running for cover. To cast efficiently we have to learn to 

use our bodies efficiently. Athletes use coaches and video to improve the efficiency of their 

movements and I think we probably need to do the same if we truly want to improve. 

 

Efficient fly casting requires eliminating errors. Experienced casters don’t make many errors but 

often they are not aware of the few they do make. Having someone watch your casting can be a 

great help. Common errors that can rob your cast of efficiency include tailing loops, slack line and 

bad tracking. If you are experiencing problems in any of these areas you will be using more energy 

than is needed to complete your cast. I have written about all of these before so once you know you 

are having a problem in this area it is easy to find a solution. You will be surprised how much 

easier it is to cast if you eliminate errors. 

 

When it comes to helping someone to be an efficient fly caster probably the most important skill 

that can be taught is that of double hauling. Just as the use of double handed rod is about more 

power from less input, so too is the double haul. Although not a difficult skill it can take some time 

to learn and put into practice. However, once mastered, it will make a huge difference to your 

casting. Learning the double haul is too big a subject for this article but for those who have not yet 

added this to their repertoire it is worth the effort. Once you can double haul you are well on your 

way to being an efficient fly caster. 

 



You don’t have to be an efficient caster to catch fish. But if you want to catch more fish and want to 

do it with less effort following these step to efficient fly casting will help. As we all get older we 

need to find ways we can continue to fly fish as our bodies slow down. Learning to be an efficient 

fly caster now will help us fish longer into the future. 

 

P.S. If you completed the fly line quiz last month and would like to see the answers you will find 

them on the Corralinn Club web site at:  http://corralinn.weebly.com/casting.html   
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